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Three-dimensional crystalline ion beams

U. Schramm,* T. Schätz, and D. Habs
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universita¨t München, Sektion Physik, D-85748 Garching, Germany

~Received 9 October 2001; published 10 September 2002!

We report on the experimental realization of two- and three-dimensional crystalline ion beams in the rf
quadrupole storage ring PALLAS~LMU, Munich!. At a beam energy around 1 eV the phase transition to the
Coulomb ordered state is identified by a sudden decrease of the spatial width and of the velocity spread of the
beam. The focusing conditions required to attain crystalline beams up to structures of helices surrounding a
string are systematically investigated and related to the situation in typical heavy ion storage rings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phase transition@1–3# of an emittance dominate
gaseousion beam to a one-dimensional Coulomb order
crystallinebeam, a string of ions, was recently realized at
rf quadrupole storage ring PALLAS at a beam energy
about 1 eV@4–6#. In the crystalline state, the state of ult
mate brilliance, the ions reside on well-defined lattice po
tions. This order implies that dissipative close Coulomb c
lisions between constituent ions are suppressed. A
consequence, the beams were observed to decouple
their environment and to exhibit negligible emittan
growth.

The realization of three-dimensional crystalline beam
where a larger number of ions are expected to arrange th
selves into helical structures@7–9#, should open perspective
beyond standard accelerator physics concerning the at
able phase space density of ion beams. Of particular inte
is the complex interplay of three-dimensional crystalli
beams with the periodic focusing and bending elements
storage ring. In contrast to the latter one-dimensional
strings, these beams extend into the transverse plane.
experience an increased interaction with the alternating c
fining fields as well as they have to withstand bending sh
The maintenance of crystalline beams is therefore expe
to impose severe constraints to the periodic storage ring
tice @10–13#, which can be studied in the rf quadrupole sto
age ring PALLAS.

II. THE rf QUADRUPOLE STORAGE RING

The low-energy ion storage ring PALLAS, sketched
Fig. 1, basically resembles a circular rf quadrupole ion gu
@4–6,8#. Between the quadrupole ring electrodes typica
voltages ofUr f .100–400 V are applied at a fixed frequen
of V52p36.3 MHz. Inside the rf quadrupole structure a
ion beam experiences an oscillating transverse force wi
period length ofL52pv/V, wherev denotes the nomina
beam velocity. This technique of alternating focusing a
defocusing~known asstrong focusing@14# in conventional
accelerators! results in the transverse confinement of the
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beam on a closed orbit with a circumference ofC
5361 mm in the case of the storage ring PALLAS. Close
the center of the quadrupole structure the net restoring fo
can be approximated by a harmonic pseudopotentialC(r )
5(qUr f /8)(r /r 0)2 @15#. It is usually characterized by th
stability parameterq52eUr f /(mV2r 0

2).0.08–0.32, where
e andm stand for the charge and mass of the24Mg1 ions and
r 052.5 mm for the aperture radius of the quadrupole str
ture. The corresponding single-particle secular freque
vsec5qV/A8 varies betweenvsec.2p3(200–700) kHz.
This transverse secular motion is equivalent to the beta
motion in a conventional storage ring, where the partic
oscillate in the fields of alternating focusing and defocus
~quadrupole! magnets@14#, and where the overall focusin
strength is given by the corresponding number of oscillatio
per round-trip, the betatrontune Q5vsec/v rev . In the rf
quadrupole storage ring the tuneQ5(vsec/2p)C/v becomes
velocity dependent. For a typical beam velocity ofv
52800 m/s, which corresponds to a beam energy
'1 eV, it amounts toQ.25–90. The number of identica
focusing sections in the storage ring, theperiodicity P
5C/L, is given by the ratio of the driving rf frequencyV to
the revolution frequencyP5V/v rev'800. The motion of
an ion beam in the storage ring PALLAS can thus be fu
described in the usual storage ring terminology@16#. More-
over, the focusing conditions can be systematically var
over a wide range.

FIG. 1. Axial and radial cut through the rf quadrupole stora
ring PALLAS. Ions are confined on a circular orbit, enclosed by
quadrupole ring electrodes. Sixteen segmented drift tubes en
the manipulation of ions along the direction of the orbit.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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To load the ring with ions, a weak collimated beam
24Mg atoms is ionized inside the trapping volume by a
cused electron beam. Stored ions are immediately gu
into the interaction region, where two counterpropagating
ser beams tangentially cover about 1% of the ring circum
ence, as sketched in Fig. 1. Both laser beams address
closed 3s2S1/2-3p2P3/2 transition of the 24Mg1 ion at a
wavelength of 280 nm. The ions are Doppler laser coo
@17# to form a stationary cloud at zero center-of-mass vel
ity v50. The resonance fluorescence is recorded with a
photomultiplier and imaged with an intensified char
coupled device camera with a typical spatial resolution
4.5 mm.

After the accumulation of ions at a rate of rough
1000 s21, the resonant light pressure of the copropagat
laser beam is used to accelerate the cold ion ensemble@4–6#.
The frequency of the copropagating laser beamv1 is con-
tinuously increased as sketched in Fig. 2~a! until the accel-
erated ions come into resonance with the decelerating c
terpropagating laser beam. Its fixed frequencyv2 is set to

FIG. 2. Fluorescence signal of the ion beam as a function of
frequency of the scanning copropagating laser beam~scan time 4 s!.
The frequency is given in terms of the relative detuningDv1(t)
from the resonance atv52800 m/s and in units of half the natura
transition linewidthG52p342.7 MHz. The corresponding lase
forces are sketched in~a! as a function of the ion velocity. In~b! the
broad fluorescence signal of a noncrystalline beam is depic
whereas in~c! the pronounced discontinuity of the gray curve a
the sharp drop-off is characteristic of the phase transition to
ordered beam. With slightly reduced rf heating the phase trans
sets in earlier. The characteristic ‘‘dip’’ cannot be resolved anym
~black curve! and the fluorescence signal drops off even later.~Re-
printed from@4# with permission from Macmillan Magazines, Ltd!
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define the nominal beam velocity ofv52800 m/s. The lon-
gitudinal velocity spread of the ion beam is efficiently r
duced due to the dispersive character of the combined l
force. The damping of the transverse ion motion perpend
lar to the laser beams is provided indirectly by the interp
ticle Coulomb interaction@18# and by a slight tilt of the laser
beams with respect to the ion beam@19#.

The typical behavior of a cold ion beam, which contai
N518 000 particles, is shown in Fig. 2~b! @4,6#. The fluores-
cence rate increases as the frequency detuning of the
propagating laser beam is decreased. Close to the reson
the forces start to compensate and the rate drops off agai
the end of the frequency scan the laser is reset to a frequ
that corresponds to a velocity change of about21000 m/s,
and the cycle restarts.

III. CRYSTALLINE ION BEAMS

An increase of the confining potential drastically chang
the behavior, as demonstrated in Fig. 2~c!. At first ~gray
curve!, the fluorescence signal follows the previous cur
Then, as marked by the arrow, it decreases abruptly and
sequently rises to a sharp asymmetric peak. This signatur
a dip in the fluorescence signal was originally observed
ion traps for small ion ensembles@20#. It was interpreted as a
result of the competition between laser cooling and rf he
ing, which first grows when the phase space density
creases and then abruptly vanishes when the ion ense
crystallizes@21,22#. Thus, the observation of this signatu
in the fluorescence signal of a laser-cooled beam in the s
age ring PALLAS served as a first indication of the pha
transition to a crystalline beam@4,6#. With slightly reduced
confinement and thus with reduced rf heating the phase t
sition sets in earlier and the dip cannot be resolved any m
~black curve!. A comparison of Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! shows
that, in the storage ring PALLAS, the peak rate emitted b
noncrystalline ensemble amounts to about 30% of the p
rate of the corresponding crystalline ensemble.

The structure of crystalline beams was studied in mole
lar dynamics~MD! simulations@7# and observed in experi
ments with elongated ion crystals in ring-shaped@8# and lin-
ear@9# rf quadrupole traps. It is believed to uniquely depe
on the dimensionlesslinear densityl5(N/C)a. The linear
density is expressed in terms of the Wigner-Seitz radiua
5$@1/(4p«0)#3e2/(2mvsec

2 )%1/3.10 mm to account for the
dominant influence of the confining potential on the struct
of the ion crystal, as described below. The number of p
ticles in the crystalline beamN can be determined from th
peak fluorescence rate of the beam which is recorded w
the accelerating laser is repeatedly scanned@Fig. 2~c!#. The
accuracy of this method amounts to about 10%@23#.

The linear density of the crystalline beam presented
Fig. 2~c! amounts tol50.4 (N518 000). This value corre-
sponds to the formation of a linear string of ions (l,0.71)
along the orbit. As reported earlier@4,6#, the phase transition
to this one-dimensional~1D! crystalline beam is accompa
nied by a sudden drop of the spatial transverse beam pro
After the phase transition the beam profile resembles tha
a stationary string of ions in agreement with the above c
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL CRYSTALLINE ION BEAMS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 036501 ~2002!
sification (l,0.71). The longitudinal temperature in the c
moving reference frameTi was measured to be below 3 mK
The correspondingplasma parameter Gp5@1/(4p«0)#
3(e2/a)@1/(kTi)#, which describes the inter-ion couplin
strength, therefore amounts toGp.500. This value clearly
exceeds the threshold ofGp

(3D).180, postulated for the for
mation of infinite three-dimensional ion crystals@24–26#.

In contrast to stationary ion crystals where the fluor
cence image of individual ions can be resolved@4,8,9#, the
determination of 2D and 3D crystalline beams has to rely
indirect methods. Still, the evolution of a 1D string of ion
(l,0.71) into a 2D zigzag band (0.71,l,0.96) @7# can be
unambiguously followed, as discussed in the following.

A. Two-dimensional crystalline beams

In Fig. 3~a!, the image of a crystalline beam (N
526 500) is presented, which corresponds to the config
tion of a linear string of ions. As its linear density (l50.7) is
close to the threshold for the transition from the 1D string
the 2D zigzag configuration, a change of the configurat
can be induced by a slight decrease of the confining pote
(q50.22→0.20). This decrease corresponds to an incre
of the Wigner-Seitz radiusa and thus to an increase in th
linear density ofl50.70→0.77.0.71. The image of the
resulting zigzag structure is presented in Fig. 3~b!. In Fig.
3~d!, the vertical beam profile is enlarged. Its absolute sh
can be reproduced by the composition of two profiles of
corresponding linear string, divided in amplitude by a fac
of 2 and displaced vertically byD566 mm. Furthermore, a
similar discontinuity~dip! in the fluorescence signal@Fig.
3~c!# was found when the laser was continuously scanne
in the case of the string. Very close to this threshold
bistable behavior between the two configurations was
served on a time scale of several 100 ms.

The orientation of the zigzag beam was found to be
ways vertical. For horizontal orientation the mean kine
energy per ionEk in the zigzag band amounts toEk

5 mv rev
2 @(R2Dx)

21(R1Dx)
2#/45 mv rev

2 (2R212Dx
2)/ 4 .

Obviously, the vertical orientation (Dx50) is energetically
favorable and thus minimizes the influence of bending sh

Compared to the profile of stationary 2D crystals@see
@4,8# and the longitudinally blurred image of a long statio
ary crystal in Fig. 3~e!#, the contrast of the beam profile
markedly reduced. This effect is, on the one hand, due to
comparatively low integrated signal rate of the laser-coo
ion beam@27#, and, on the other hand, possibly due to loc
fluctuations of the linear density within the 36-cm-long cry
talline beam. It has to be emphasized that the measured
files of the zigzag beam as well as of the stationary
crystals do not show the expected sharp cutoff at the ed
but sit on a distinct Gaussian pedestal. This pedestal is at
uted to scattering of fluorescence light in the optical imag
system@28# and must not be confused with a real beam h
as discussed later in the text.

B. Three-dimensional crystalline beams

Based on the assumption of cylindrical confinement,
crystalline beams are expected to exhibit more comp
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structures@7# at a rather constant average ion density@25#:
helices (0.96,l,3.1#), helices surrounding a string (3.
,l,5.7), and multishell helices (5.7,l). The determina-
tion of the state and the structure of a beam relies o
combination of arguments, which is based on the experie
with 1D @4,5# and 2D @6# crystalline beams in the storag
ring PALLAS: First, and the most obvious when performin
the experiment, the phase transition is accompanied b
sudden change of the transverse beam profile and of
shape and the maximum yield of the fluorescence sig
when the laser is scanned~compare Fig. 2!. Second, the
emittance growth of the crystalline beam is drastically
duced compared to noncrystalline beams@4,6#. Without cool-
ing, the beams (0.2,l,1.3) were observed to remain in th
crystalline state for about 1000 revolutions in the stora

FIG. 3. The images~a)→~b! show the change in the profile of
crystalline ion beam when its linear density is crossing the thresh
value ofl50.71. The string of ions transforms into a zigzag ban
In ~c!, the fluorescence rate emitted by this zigzag beam is depi
as a function of the continuous laser detuning. In~d! its shape~solid
line! is compared with a composition~dashed line! of two profiles
~dotted lines! of the string halved in amplitude and vertically dis
placed by66 mm. The profile~e! belongs to a stationary ion crys
tal ~zigzag, '4 cm long! where the image of individual ions is
blurred. For the determination of the widthsc of stationary ion
crystals and of crystalline beams, a Gaussian distribution~width sh,
amplitudeI h) is fitted to the noticeable pedestal and subtracted@32#.
1-3
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U. SCHRAMM, T. SCHÄTZ, AND D. HABS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 036501 ~2002!
ring ('200 ms or'106 rf cycles! as reported in detail in
@29#. This fact demonstrates the suppression of close C
lomb collisions within the beam, which is a strong eviden
for Coulomb order@10–12,30#. Third, the beam radii agre
with the predicted values@7#, which are commonly used to
describe the appearance of elongated stationary cry
@4,8,9#. Although, for the third, it could be argued, that th
distinction of a crystalline and a cold but fluid beam is hard
possible from the beam radius@25#, heating through intra-
beam scattering is expected to decrease when the ord
sets in @12,13,30#. Therefore, as this point is reached, a
none of the proposed maintenance conditions~see, e.g.,
@2,11,12,31#! are violated, the ensemble is expected to c
lapse into the crystalline state.

Typical vertical profiles of stored beams containingN
'80 000 ions (l'2.7) are presented in Fig. 4. In analogy
the aforementioned generation of 1D and 2D crystalline
beams, the phase transition from a gaseous beam@Fig. 4~a!
and open triangles and circles in the following figures# to a
three-dimensional crystalline beam@Fig. 4~b! and filled tri-
angles and circles in the following figures# is accompanied
by a sudden reduction of the width of the beam. Simu
neously, the integral fluorescence rate increases by abo
factor of 3, as presented for the case of 1D beams~Fig. 2!.
The transition can be induced by an increase of the tra
verse confinement which enhances the coupling between
directly cooled longitudinal and the transverse degrees
freedom. In contrast to the behavior of 1D crystalline bea
the profile changes significantly with further rising confinin
potential@Fig. 4~c! and crossed symbols#. The absolute width
of the beam increases by a factor of about 1.5 although
appearance remains similar to that of a crystalline beam.
even higher values of the potential the beam clearly m
~dotted symbols!, and the profile cannot be distinguishe
from the original broad noncrystalline one, presented in F
4~a!.

The behavior described in the above example is illustra
in greater detail in Fig. 5, where the measured widthsc of a
series of beams containing different particle numbers is p
ted against the applied rf voltageUr f . With the use of the
relation sc/a}Al and thusscUr f

2/3}Al, which is estab-
lished for stationary ion crystals@7–9#, ~solid! contour lines
are drawn for the threshold values of constant linear den
where a change of the structure of a crystalline beam is
pected. In this way, the classification of crystalline bea
~filled symbols! only relies on the determination of the widt
of the beamsc and of the rf voltageUr f , both of which are
known to be better than6 5% @32#.

C. Focusing conditions

We now discuss the conditions for which crystallin
beams of different linear density were attainable in the s
age ring PALLAS. Crystalline beams were observed to oc
only in a specific region in theUr f -s

c diagram~filled sym-
bols in Fig. 5!, which resembles a curved band: with increa
ing radius of the~3D! crystalline beam the required focusin
strength decreases. This band is noticeably narrow comp
to the width of the region of stability which was found fo
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stationary crystals@4,8#. The latter can be found below th
dotted line in Fig. 5. This discrepancy might be due to t
transient cooling of the ion beam on a fraction of only 1%
the circumference of the storage ring. This cooling sche
allows the accumulation of external perturbations during o
round trip. For the periodic transverse modulation of a cr
talline beam in the alternating focusing and defocus
fields, Schiffer derived an estimate for the correspond
spread in the transverse ion velocities@11# as a function of
the radius of a crystalline beam. It can be related to an
parent temperatureTapp

f , or an apparent plasma paramet
Gapp

f 5@1/(4p«0)#(e2/a)@1/(kTapp
f )#, respectively.Gapp

f de-
creases with increasing linear density and focusing stren
as

Gapp
f }~1/l!~P/Q!2}1/~scU5/3!2}1/~Alvsec!

2. ~1!

The curvature of the band of stability in Fig. 5 is reproduc
by the dashed line surprisingly well. This line follows Eq.~1!
for a threshold value ofGapp

f .180, which is required for the
formation of large 3D ion crystals@24,26#. Yet, it has to be
emphasized that this driven periodic transverse motion in
quadrupole potential should not be regarded as random
thermal motion. For stationary crystals@4,33# as well as for
crystalline beams@10,13,29# it was shown in simulations a
well as in experiments that the energy transfer from the
riodic to the random motion is strongly suppressed compa
to the noncrystalline ensemble. On the other hand, for be
which are not sufficiently cold~i.e., below the critical plasma
parameter ofGp

f .180 and thus above the dashed line in F
5! the coupling of collective motion into random motion
expected to increase due to intrabeam scatte
@12,13,21,30#.

For the comparison with synchrotrons, where magne
focusing is used, Fig. 5 is translated into al-Q diagram@Fig.
6~b!#. In this case, the tuneQ5vsec/v rev characterizes the
velocity invariant focusing strength. In the complementa
Fig. 6~a!, the corresponding secular frequencyvsec, which
is more appropriate to describe the velocity invariant foc
ing strength for the case of electric focusing in the rf qua
rupole storage ring PALLAS, is depicted. Since, at rando
the largest crystalline beams were recorded at lower vel
ties (v.1900 m/s, compared to 2800 m/s!, the correspond-
ing tuneQ}Ur f /v changes less significantly with rising lin
ear densityl than the secular frequencyvsec. The l-Q as
well as thel-vsec diagram allows a distinction of the uppe
and the lower border of the shaded parameter range, w
crystalline beams were observable.

As discussed with Fig. 5, the upper focusing limit see
to be related to the periodic transverse modulation of
crystalline beam@dashed line, following Eq.~1!#. Yet, since
crystalline beams were observed to survive for'106 focus-
ing periods in the storage ring PALLAS (P.800) @29# with-
out any cooling, the heating rate of this effect should
small, and the absolute value of this limit is presumed
strongly depend on the specific cooling scheme. Notably,
observed limiting focusing strength lies more than a factor
3 below the value at which an excitation of bulk modes
the 3D crystalline beam is expected to occur. Their char
1-4
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL CRYSTALLINE ION BEAMS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 036501 ~2002!
FIG. 4. ~Color! Fluorescence image of an intense coasting ion beam (N'80 000). The vertical profile changes abruptly with risin
confining potential from a broad noncrystalline beam~a! to a pronounced crystalline~b! and a slightly broadened one~c!. Identical
false-color coding is used from~a!–~c!. As in Fig. 3, the blurred image of a long stationary helix is presented for comparison. The pr
are fitted as described in the caption of Fig. 3 and in Ref.@32#.
036501-5
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U. SCHRAMM, T. SCHÄTZ, AND D. HABS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 036501 ~2002!
teristic frequency is close to the plasma frequencyvp

5A2vsec @25#. To avoid an excitation of such bulk modes
the oscillating fields of the storage ring, the lowest possi
sideband of the driving frequencyV-vp has to exceed twice
the eigenfrequencyvp or V.2vp , which translates into the
maintenance criterionP.2A2Q @11,12,34#. The importance
of this rigid criterion was recently demonstrated in a de
cated linear ion trap@31#. This criterion is difficult to meet in
existing heavy ion storage rings such as TSR~Heidelberg!
with Q52.8,P52 @35# or ASTRID ~Aarhus! @36#, where the
quest for crystalline beams has been of major interest.
though the secular frequencies in these heavy ion sto
rings are almost equal to those in the storage ring PALLA
the principle of rf focusing automatically fulfills the latte
criterion, sinceP/Q52A2/q with q,0.9 for a sinusoidal
drive.

The lower focusing limit in thel-Q diagram appears to
be rather constant for 3D beams but is considerably ra
for the lower-dimensional crystalline beams. Below a cert
focusing strength the ion density and thus the coupling
tween the transverse and the longitudinal degrees of free
becomes too low to provide sufficient sympathetic transve
cooling. A transition to a broad but longitudinally cold bea
occurs just before the beam is eventually lost. Here, at
limiting tune of Q.45 (vsec.2p3300 kHz), the relax-
ation time (2p/vp) amounts to about 1/3 of the transie
interaction time with the laser beam. Forl,1, the relax-
ation rate is further reduced since the number of neighbo
ions is diminished and the border is shifted to stronger
cusing. The absolute value of this lower border sho
strongly depend on the individual cooling scheme and es
cially on the amount of direct transverse cooling. Still, f
l*1, velocity dependent bending shear is expected to
limits, which can only be circumvented by cooling the bea

FIG. 5. Correlation of the absolute width of stored ion bea
and the applied rf voltage. Crystalline beams are depicted as fi
symbols, noncrystalline beams as open~focusing too weak!,
crossed, and dotted symbols~focusing too strong!. The solid con-
tour lines of constant linear densityl separate regions of differen
crystal structure, which is, in the following, expressed by the d
ferent symbols (l, strings;j, zigzags;m, helix; d, helix enclos-
ing a string!. The points labeled~a!–~c! correspond to the profiles
shown in Fig. 4. The dotted line limits the region where station
crystals could be observed in the storage ring PALLAS and in R
@8#, the dashed line follows Eq.~1! as described in the text.
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to constant angular velocity@11–13#. The dotted line in Fig.
6 shows an estimate@11# which stems from the relation o
the mean centrifugal energy spread of the ordered beam t
apparent plasma parameter

Gapp
s '0.7Q2/l. ~2!

This relation leads to a melting limit ofQ2*250l. When
cooled to constant linear velocity, this energy spread is tra
ferred into random motion. However, to a certain degree,
already existing crystal may withstand the bending due to
natural shear elasticity up to a limit ofQ*l, as concluded
from MD simulations@11#. The range of the present exper
ment comes close to these limits, and an anticipated incre
of the beam velocity should allow stringent tests.

D. Beam profiles

In Fig. 7, the normalized widthsc/a of crystalline and
noncrystalline beams is presented as a function of the lin
densityl. The dashed line shows the expected@7–9# depen-
dence ofsc/a of a crystalline beam onl, which increases
asymptotically assc/a}Al. For the convolution of the
dashed curve with the experimental spatial resolution of
imaging system ('4.5 mm) typical values ofa(l) and thus

s
d

-

y
f.

FIG. 6. Correlation of the linear densityl and the secular fre-
quency of stored ion beams~upper frame!. The shaded area mark
the region where crystalline beams~filled symbols! were attained.
The crosses (1) mark positions where beams were lost. The dash
line follows Eq. ~1!. At this line, the energy associated with th
driven transverse oscillatory ion motion equalizes the melting te
perature of the crystalline beam. The dotted line depicts the in
ence of bending shear, as given by Eq.~2!. In the lower frame,
where the focusing strength is characterized by the tune, the di
ent beam velocities are indicated. Furthermore, typical tunes of
high-energy synchrotrons RHIC and LHC are given.
1-6
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL CRYSTALLINE ION BEAMS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 036501 ~2002!
of Ur f (l) have to be taken into account. As discussed w
Fig. 5, the applied rf voltage has to decrease continuou
with increasingl to maintain the energy of the period
transverse motion of the constituents of the crystalline be
below the melting threshold. Experimentally, the depende
a(l) is well determined. The resulting curve~solid line in
Fig. 7! matches the behavior of the crystalline beams~filled
symbols!, which represent by far the narrowest beams,
tainable for a given linear density. Their width, furthermo
coincides with that of stationary ion crystals~stars! recorded
in the storage ring PALLAS under similar conditions. Th
abrupt reduction of the beam diameter, which was found
be characteristic for the phase transition, manifests itse
the wide gap that opens between the normalized width of
crystalline and those noncrystalline beams which were
corded at lower confining potential~open symbols!. The fact
that the particle number and thus the linear density is o
known with an accuracy of at best 10% causes the slight
insignificant mismatch in the previous classification of t
structure of the crystalline beams~compare Fig. 5! and the
threshold values forl in Fig. 7.

IV. HALO PROPERTIES OF NONCRYSTALLINE BEAMS

As mentioned in Figs. 3 and 4, the vertical beam profi
are characterized by a broad Gaussian pedestal and a c
component of the beam with the widthssc andsh and the
amplitudesI c and I h. In Fig. 8 the corresponding amplitud
ratio I h/I c as well as the width of the pedestalsh are shown
as a function of the central widthsc. For crystalline beams
as well as for stationary ion crystals we find a rather cons
intensity ratio I h/I c.0.3. This consistency confirms th
above interpretation of the Gaussian pedestal as an art
@28#. Nevertheless, this experimental signature of a cons

FIG. 7. Normalized widthsc/a of various crystalline~filled
symbols! and noncrystalline~open, crossed, and dotted symbo!
ion beams and of stationary ion crystals~stars! as a function of the
linear densityl. The points labeled~a!–~c! correspond to the
beams shown in Fig. 4. Representative error bars are shown fo
different states and sizes of the investigated ion beams.
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ratio I h/I c might be useful for the identification of crystallin
beams@5,6#.

For the noncrystalline beams the ratioI h/I c increases with
rising width sc. This unexpected behavior is interpreted
an increasing additional component of ions outside the do
nant central region of the beam, a beam halo. The width
the halosh increases linearly withsc, which indicates some
correlation between both components. Notably, the beam
has a low velocity spread in the longitudinal direction. Y
the fit of a bimodal Gaussian distribution to the compa
tively weak fluorescence signals is connected with some
biguity @32#. Interestingly, the beams that were focused t
strong and thereby additionally heated~crossed symbols!
show less halo than those that were focused too weak.
those beams, the coupling of the degrees of freedom is
duced, which possibly facilitates the formation of the bea
halo. However, the reason for the formation of this distin
second component is unclear, and has not been observ
existing MD simulations concerning ion beam crystalliz
tion.

In the context of 1D crystalline beams, we recently spe
lated about the coexistence of short crystal fragments, wh
form the central core of the beam, longitudinally embedd
in a halo of individual ions@5#. As both components have t
maintain the average linear density, the observed correla
between the width of both components could be caused
their strong interaction. The fragments could be distribu
over the circumference of the ring, based on the bistability
stationary ion clouds and crystals, which was observed in
traps@20,21#. Yet, no underlying mechanism nor further e
perimental evidence has been found for this scenario
present.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The ability to vary the focusing conditions of th
storage ring PALLAS allowed the mapping of the range

he

FIG. 8. Ratio of the fluorescence intensity of the two comp
nents of the bimodal vertical beam profile and width of the pede
~halo! contribution of crystalline~noncrystalline! beams as a func-
tion of the width of the central~core! contribution.
1-7
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stability of crystalline ion beams in thel-Q and l-vsec
planes up to a linear density ofl55.5. This range was found
to be considerably reduced compared to stationary ion c
tals and MD predictions. It seems that with increasing foc
ing strength the~weak! coupling of the unavoidable trans
verse periodic motion into thermal motion cannot
counteracted by the specific cooling conditions. Since
fundamental process is believed to hinder the beam cry
lization, the demand for efficient cooling also in the cryst
line regime has to be considered more carefully. The sec
~betatron! frequencies and thus the absolute focus
strength of the storage ring PALLAS and typical heavy i
storage rings are comparable despite the great discrepan
the ~velocity dependent! periodicity and tune. With an antici
pated increase in the beam velocity, the role of these par
eters of focusing will be studied in the storage ring PALLA
in the near future as well as the influence of bending sh
and the predicted necessity of cooling to constant ang
velocity. For weaker focusing, direct cooling of the tran
verse degree of freedom is expected to extend the regio
stability. Another way of approaching this difficult task
heavy ion storage rings@13,35# could be accomplished b
means of a helical wiggler@16#, which forces the ions onto a
helical path. The wiggler provides a constant tilt angle b
tween the ion and the cooling laser beam over a large
.
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tance. Part of the transverse ion velocity is projected in
longitudinal direction and can thus be directly address
with a dedicated second cooling laser in a merged beam
nario.

In the long term, we anticipate the time resolved detect
of fluorescence photons which are emitted by the individ
ions, laser cooled to a constant beam velocity. The time c
relation of this fluorescence signal contains informati
about the degree of crystallization of an ion beam. As it
expected for the case of the conventional Schottky noise
circulating beam @37#, this frequency analyzedoptical
Schottky signalshould change from a broad peak at ma
harmonics of the revolution frequency into a sharp peak aN
times the revolution frequency for a fully crystallized bea
A complementary approach could be the stroboscopic im
ing of crystalline beams. This approach will be first tested
the case of bunched beams@5#, where the bunching fre-
quency is precisely known and facilitates the synchronizat
of the imaging system.
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